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Fifty Cent Fractional Currency
Negative Essay Notes

by David Booth

FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN PAPER MONEY, ESSAYS (THOSE
notes that might have been) are of great interest. Nowhere is that more
evident than in the collecting of U.S. Fractional Currency. While many
examples of proof, essay and experimental Fractional notes exist, some of

the most popular are the negative essay notes of the second issue. Second issue
Fractional notes were approved by the act of March 3, 1863. However, we know
that essay notes for the second issue were prepared as early as July 17, 1862,
because essay notes carrying that date are in existence (e.g. lot 144 of Stack's
John J. Ford, Jr. Sale Part XIX).

Our particular interest at the moment, negative essays, can be thought of
as color trials for the backs of second issue notes. Negative essays are color trials
in two different senses. First, they exist in different colors from the adopted
designs. While examples of these are rare, they are known. Examples exist as
shown by lots 263, 264, 265 and 278 of Stack's John J. Ford, Jr. Sale Part XIX of
2007 as well as lots 16337, 16338 and 16339 of the Heritage Currency Auctions
of American Sale of the Tom O'Mara Collection in 2005.

Negative Essays are color trials in a second sense as well, because they
exhibit a reversal of dark and light areas on the notes. This reversal, which leads
to their name as negative essays, has been the source of confusion since the notes
first became known. We need to look at these early descriptions and compare
those descriptions with both regular issue notes and the negative essay notes as
well.

In the Currency Auctions of America Catalog for the 1997 Milton
Friedberg Sale, the catalogers described negative essays in their description of lot
893. They point out that the commonly used terms for these notes: "negative
essay," "reverse matrix" and "negative matrix" are all technically incorrect. The
catalogers note that these terms arose from the mistaken impression that these
notes were printed from matrix dies (transfer rolls) rather than plates.

The catalogers further remark, that some also believed that the notes
were printed by plates made from other plates and note that the most common
terms for the notes, negative essays or negative reverses seems to have come from
the fact that at a quick glance negative essay notes appear to have the light and
dark areas of the design reversed. However, this is not the case for the entire
design and hence the term negative as used in the term photographic negative, is
not appropriate.
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Actually the back designs are really essays in which a designer thought
the back would look better with some light and dark areas of the back design
reversed. The same catalogers make similar comments in their discussion of lot
16334 and the following in the Tom O'Mara catalog of 2005. The catalogers of
the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part XIX of 2007 make similar comments.

These comments are best illustrated by reference to the notes them-
selves. Figure Fr1314SP is a Specimen of the back of a
regular second issue 50 cent note. Figure F281 and
M1070BG are 50 cent negative essays. M1070BG is ex-
Milton Friedberg while F281 is ex-F.C.C. Boyd and
John J. Ford, Jr.

Both notes are interesting. M1070BG was
printed on India paper, mounted on cardboard and
trimmed to the size of a regular issue note. Notice that
it lacks the usual punch cancels and the specimen
stamp. As of 1997, only three examples of this note
were known without the cancels and specimen stamp.
F281 was printed on thin very fine fiber paper as
described on page 94 of the Stack's 2007, Ford XIX
Catalog. The important point is to compare
Figures F281 and M1070BG with Figure
Fr1314SP to see the effect of the negative essay.

In particular, compare the edges of the
design, the edges of the central shield and the
eagle. The edges, both of the overall design and
the shield, of the two negative essays are dark
where the regular issue note is light and vice
versa. With respect to the eagle, the wings are
light on the negative essay while dark on the reg-
ular issue. The other parts of the design do not
show this reversal and vice versa. One often
hears discussion among collectors about which
design is better.

It is interesting to note, that there are
examples of fractional notes that have both an
experimental note face and a negative essay back.
Some are even double denomination notes. See,
for example, lots 283-292 of Stack's Ford XIX auc-
tion. One such note Heritage CAA, 2005, O'Mara lot
16335 appears to have actually circulated, thus is, per-
haps, the ultimate in "what might have been" notes.
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